**Signalling and Cybersecurity**

**Digital Applications**

**Railway System Forum**

**Interfaces and Interaction between Infrastructure Subsystem and Rolling Stock (TTI)**

**Rolling Stock and Energy**

**Labelling**

**Infrastructure Subsystem**

**Post of labelling experts**

**Asset Management**

**Innovations and Research**

**FRMCS**

**GSM-R**

**Operations**

**Organization chart**

**Chikara Hirai**
Senior Advisor Operation

**Nastassia Simic**
Standardisation Development

**Martin Brennan**
Head of Innovation and Research

**Jean-Michel Evanghelou**
Head of Telecoms, Signalling & Digital Applications

**Olivier De Visscher**
ER-ISAC Facilitator

**Catherine Houbion**
Cybersecurity Expert

**Erwin Van Beinum**
Cybersecurity Expert

**Pierre Tane**
Head of Digital Architectures

**Airy Magnien (SNCF)**
Digital Twin Technical Authority

**Alain Jeanmaire**
Digital Twin Strategy

**Open position**
Artificial Intelligence Leader

**Didier Guillonnet**
Artificial Intelligence Expert

**Dan Mandoc**
Head of FRMCS

**Sophie Serodon**
5GRail Project Manager

**Vassiliki Nikolopoulou**
Telecoms System Engineer

**Erik Van Bommel (ProRail)**
Railway Telecoms Expert

**Fred Coursant (SNCF)**
Railway Telecoms Expert

**Thomas Henss (DB)**
Railway Telecoms Expert

**Dick Martens**
Radio Expert

**Ingo Wendler (SBB)**
3GPP Task Force Leader

**Massimiliano Rizzato (SBB)**
Railway Telecoms Expert

**Boris Gombač**
Railway Telecoms Expert

**Dirk Brucks (DB)**
Railway Telecoms Expert

**Fred Coursant (SNCF)**
Railway Telecoms Expert

**Jani Lehtinen**
Railway Telecoms Expert

**Frédéric Hénon**
Head of Operations and Safety

**Jean-Michel Gaudry**
Consultant

**Bernd Rositzka**
Head of Asset Management, Infrastructure and TTI

**David Mirayo**
Head of TTI

**Alain Scherrer**
Head of Rolling Stock and Energy

**Michel Kunz**
Chair of the Railway System Forum

**Christian Chavanel**
Railway System Director

**Estelle Dos Santos**
Assistant SPOC Standardisation

**Jean-Michel Evanghelou**
Deputy Railway System Director

**Christine Hassoun**
Project Dissemination

**Stefano Guidi**
Senior Advisor Infrastructure Subsystem

**Thierry Quertier**
Experconnect

**Takeshi Kawamura**
Deputy Head of Rolling Stock and Energy

**Giulia Russo**
Junior Advisor Rolling Stock

**Hans Paukert**
Consultant

**Adeline Bouvresse**
Head of Labelling

**Pool of Labelling experts**

**Mercedes Gutierrez**
Head of TEG

**Bernd Rositzka**
Head of PoSE

**Bernd Rositzka**
Head of Asset Management

**Robert Sarfati**
Rail Telecoms Strategy

**Guillaume Gach**
Telecoms Design Authority

**Collaboration with Universities and Institutes**

- **POLITECNICO DI MILANO**
- **TAMPERE UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING**
- **UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES**
- **FUNDACIÓN AGUSTÍN DE BETANCOURT**
- **FUNDACIÓN CAMINOS DE HIERRO**
- **UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERFORD**

**Alessandro Corbizi**
FS

**Frederico Pocetti**
Mercitalia Rail

**Andreas Schachner**
ÖBB

**Philippe Féraud**
SNCF

**Sébastien Smith**
SNCF

**Yann Cheynet**
SNCF

**Alexandra Blossier**
SNCF

**POLYTECHNIQUE DI MILANO**

**FUNDACION AGUSTIN DE BETANCOURT**

**YAMAPOL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING**

**UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERFORD**